
Available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTJvu11xTDs
1.


Available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hq-p5GrJGsg
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3. 

4. Video 3: Mother cat eats her kitten © φρεακς 2014.

5. Available:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slgfKjD9gdM

6. 

7.

9. Available:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LC_-PHYylGM

10.

11.


13. Available:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bm5YQt9eJql

16. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3MQnGvyQvs


18. Available:
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHS2469tLYY